
The Notion of Being.

If the main lines of cognitional process have
been set down, it remains that certain fundamental and pervasive
notions be clarified. Among them, in the first place, is the
notion of being. It is a tricky topic and, perhaps, the most
satisfactory procedure will be to begin from a definition.

Being, then, is the obective of the p_!re desire

By the dos_re to know is meant the dynamic orien-
tation manifested in questions for intelligence and for reflection.
It is not the verbal utterance of tk . uestions. It is not the
conceptual formulation of questions. It is not any in ,=ht or
thought. It is not any reflective «rash or judgment. It is
the prior and enveloping drive that carries cognitional process
from sense and imaging' ion to unders ending, from understanding
to judgment, from judgment to the complete context of c :, rrect
judgments that is named knowledge. The desire to know, then,
is simply the inquiring and critical spirit of man. By moving
him to seek understanding, it - revonts him from being content
with the mere flow of outer and inner experience. By demanding
adequate understanding, it involves man in the self-correcting
process of learning in which flirther questions yield 2urt
complementary - insi ;Thts. By moving man to reflect, to seek the
unconditioned, to ^rant unqualified assent only to the unconditioned,
it prevents mmn him from being con : ent with hearsay and legend,
with unverified hypotheses and untested theories. Finally, by
raising still further questions for intelli ence and reflection,
it excludes complacent inertia; for if the questions ?o unanswordd,
man cannot be complacent; and if answers are sofight, man is not
inert.

Because it differs radically from other desire,
this desire	 has been named pure. It is to be known,
not by the misleading analo7y of other desire, but by Riving
free rein to inte7.lioent and rational consciousness. It is,
indeed, impalpable but also it is n^7; erful. It pulls man out
of the solid routine of perception and conktion, instinct and
habit, doing and_ enjoying. It holds him with the fascination
of problems. It engages him in the quest of solutions. It makes
him aloof to what is not established. It compels assent to the
unconditioned. It is t'e cool shrewdness of common sense, the
disinterestedness of science, the detachment of philosophy.
It is the absorption of in.vestiration, the joy of discovery,
the assurance of judgment, the modesty of limited knowledge.
It is the relentless serenity, the unhurried d e' ermination, the
imperturbable drive of question follming appositely on question
in the genesis of truth.

This pure desire has an objective. It is a desire
to know. As mere desk e, it is for the satisfaction of acts of
knowing, for the satisfaction of understanding, of understanding
fully, of understanding correctly. But as pure desire, as cool,
disinterested, detached, it is not for co 7nitional acts, and the
satisfaction they give their sub; ect, but for cognitional extents,
for what is to be known. The satisfaction of mis tkken understanding,  
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rather than
the act,/

provided one does not know it as mistaken, can equal the satis-
faction of correct understanding. Yet the pure desire scorns
the former and prizes the latter; it prizes it, then, as dissimilar
to the former; it prizes it not because it yields satisfaction
but because its content ism correct.

The objective of the pure desire is the content of
knowing( Still, the desire is not itself a knowing, and so its
range is not the same as the ra•nue of knowing. Initially in each
individual the p -.re desire is a dynamic orientation to a totally
4 unknown. As knowlede develops, the objective becomes less and
less unknown, more and mo e known. At any time the objective
includes both all t hat is lmo wn and all t' at remains unlmo. n,
for it is the immanent dynamism of cognitional process that both
underlies actual attainment and heads beyond it with ever f -rther
questions.

What is this objective? Is it limited or unlimited?
Is it one or many? Is it material or ideal? Is it phenomenal
or real? Is it an immanent content or a transcendent oh, ect?
Is it a realm of ex::erience, or of thought, of essences, or of
existents? Taxthase Answers to these and to any other questions
have but a single source. They cannot be hsd without the functionin ū
of the pre d^sire. They cannot be had from the pure desire alone.
They are to be had inasmuch as the -use desire initiates and sustains
cognitional process. Thus, if it is true that A is, that A is one,
and that there is only A, then the objective of the pose desire
is one. But if it is true that A is, that B is, that A is not B,
then the objective is many. :Which, yon ask, is true? The fact tat
you ask, results from the Dare desire. But to reach the answer,
desiring is not enough; answers come only from inquiring and
reflecting.

Now our definition was that being is the objective
of the pure desire to know. Being, then, is 1) all that is known
and 2) all that remains to be known. Again, since a complete
increment of knowing occurs only in ,judgment, being is what is
to be known by the totality of true judgments. What, one may ask,
is that totality? It is the complete set of answers to the com - lete
set of :questions. ,that the answers are , remains to be seen.
V7hat the questions are, awaits the r emor pence. Meaningless or
incoherent or illegitimate ouestions may be possible, bob holy
they are to be defined, is a f ostler question. The affirmation
in hand is that there exists a pure desire to know, an inquiring
and critical spirit, that follows up q -ostions with further questions
that heads for some objective which has been nss ed being.

Our definition of being, then, is of the second
order. Other definitions determine what is meant. But this
definition is more remote for it assi ns, not what is meant by
being, but how that moaning is to be determined. It asserts that
if you know, then you know being; it asserts that if you ,.ish
to know, then you wish to know being; but it does not settle
whether you know or whet you know, whet'-er your wish will be
fulfilled or what you will know when it is fulfilled.

Still, thouth our definition is of the second order,
it is not simply indeterminate. For mIthem neither the desire
to know nor knowing itself are indeterminate. Inaw. uch as krowing
is determinate, we could say that being is what is to be known by
true judgsents. Inasmuch as the desire to know ever goes beyond
actual knowledge, we could say that being is what is to be known
by the totality of true judgments. Hence, being a le as has ione



characteristic: it is all-inclusive. 114,iket, apart from being,
there is nothing. Again, being is conisletely concrete and com-
pletely universal. It is completely concrete; over and above the
being of anything any thing, there is nothin g, more of that thing.
It is completely universal; apart from t_-.e realm of being, there
is simply nothing.

One may wonder just how all-inclusive being is.
Tha wonc er may be formulated in a variety of manners. But no
mat er how it is formulated, no matter whet " er it can be formulated,
it can serve only to show how all-inclusive being is. For the
wonder is inquiry. It is the desire to know. Anything it can
discover or invent, by that very fact is included in the notion
of being. Hence, the y effort to establish . nt being is not all-
inclusive must be self-defeating; for at the root of all that
can b e affirmed, at the root of all tat can be conceived,  is the
pure desire to know; and it is the pure desire, un d erlying all
judgment and formulation, underlying all questioning and all desire .
to question, that defines its all-inclusive ob:;ective.

None the less, it may not be amiss to illustrate
this principle concretely. It will be said that there is much
we do not know, No do,.bt, o. r ismor.= nce is sreat, but we know that/
by raisin ouestionsAwe do n:t a.nswor; and being; is defined not only
by the answers we give but tq also b-: the questions we ask.
Next, it will be said that they.e is much it would be futile for
us to try to learn. No doubt, the f nroximotely fruitful field
of inquiry is restricted. But we know that, by distingsishing
between the questions we can hope soon to answer and those that,
as yet, we are not prepared to tackle and being is defined, not
only by the questions we cnn hope to answer, bit nlso by the
questions whose answer we have to post ?one. 	 .. _ 
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Thirdly, it will be objected by many that they have no desire
to know everything about everything. But how do they know that
they do not already know everythin. ° about everything? It is because
so many questions can be asked. Why do they not effectively will
to know everythi v] about everything? Because it is so troublesome
to reach even a few answers that they are completely disheartened
by the prospect of answering all the questions they could ask.

The attack may be made from the opposite flank.
The trouble is that the definition of being is too inclusive.
Questions can be meanincless, illusory, incoherent, illeritimate.
Trying to answer them does not lead to knowledge of anything.
Now, no doubt, there are mistaken questions that lead nowhere.
But mistaken questions are formulated questions. Being has been
defined, not as the ob, ective of formulated uestions, but as the
objective of the pure desire to know. Just as that desire is
prior to any answer and it itself is not an answer, son too it
is prior to any formulated question and it itself is not a formu-
lation. blozeover, judt as the pr•.re desire is the intelli,_;ent
and rational basis from which we discern between correct and
incor'ect answei s, so also it is the intelli,tent and rati nal
basis from which we discern between valid and mistaken questions.
In brief, the rare desire to lno,%, whose ob.'ective is being,
is the source not only of answers but also of their criteria,
and not only of questions but also of the grounds on v1). ich they
are screened. For it is intellip;ent in ' uiry and reasonable
reflection that just as much yields the ri Y t questions as the
riffht answers.
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The Notion of Being

Again, mi:-ht there not be an unknowable? If the
question is invalid, it is to be irnored. If the uestion is valid,
the answer may be Yes or No. But the answer, Yes, would be

,d incoherent, for then one would be knowing that the unln ewable is;
Kot"'+ `^	 and the answer, No, would leave evor-thin A within the range of

being.
Other doubts may arise, but instead of chasing

after them one by one, it will be better to revert to our initial
theorem. Every doubt that the pure desire is unrestricted serves
only to prove that it is unrestricted. If you ask whether X
might not lie beyond its ranr7e, the fact that you ask proves that
X lies within its range. Or else, if the uestion is meaningless,
incoherent, illusory, illegt im^ . te, then X turns out to be the
mere nothing that results from aberration in cognitional process.

Not only, then, is judgment absolute, not only
does it rest upon a grasp of the ,nconditiened, not only does
reflection set the dichotomy, Is it or is it not? But at the
root of cognitional process there is a cool, detached, disinterested

anything and desire to know and its range is unrestricted. Being is the/everything
that is the ob;ective of that desire.

If we have explained w hat we mean by being, we must
now ask what the notion of being is.

In the first place a distinction has to be drawn
between the spontaneously operative noti on and, on the other hand,
theoretical accounts of its genesis and content. The snontaneo  , sly
operative notion is invariant; it is corn on to all men; it functions
in the same manner no matter what theoretical account of it a ruin
may come to accept. On the other hand, theoretical accounts of
the content and :genesis of the notion are numerous; they vary with
philosophic contexts, with the completeness of a thinker's obser-
vations, with the thoroughness of his analysis. First, we shall
give our account of the spontaneously operative notion, and then
we shall add a few notes on other theoretical accounts of it.

On the supposition of our analysis of cognitional
process, it is easy enough to conclude that the spontaneously
operative notion of being has to be placed in the pure desire
to know. For, first of all, men are apt to agree that thinrr . s
are whether or not we know them and. , moreover, that there are :any
things that we snow only incompletely or even not at all. The
notion of being, then, extends bevond the known. Secondly, bein .

is kno..n in judgment. It is in judgment that we affirm or deny
and, until we are re;dy to affirm or deny, we do not yet know
whether or not any X happens to be. Still, thouo,h being is known
only in judging, the notion of bean- is rrior to judging. For
prior to any judgment there is reflection, and reflection is
formulated in the question, Is it? That question sup! ores some
nction of being and, strangely enouoh, it is prior to each instance
of our knowing being. Not only then does the notion of being
extend beyond the known but also it is prior to the final component
of knowing when being is actually known. Thirdly, there are
obocts of thought. I c::n think of a horse and, no less, I can
think of a centaur. I can think of the best available scientific
opinion on any sub'ect and, no loss, I can think of all the
previous opinions that in their day were the beet available on the
same sub'ect. In one sense, they are all equivalent, for as long
as one is mere. thinking me-ely considering, merely supposing,
one deals :•:ith the merely conditioned and it makes no difference
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whether or not its conditions are fulfilled. Thinking, then,
prescinds from existing. But if it nrescinds from existing, does
it prescind from being; and if it srescirds from being, dassxit

	n•	 din.noth_.gig-?-ts1'^zvg^,g_tit .,Yii^rr-ig
^^oe of	 osc-i	 m'^froeing , hen d	 riges	 bei 	 fgo
- ? sti.rfg?	 'ho tigrgable :!pith tilts art rent Is taut thin: ' 	 c.

fie.ass-f'om	 exri: ti m-haiv Itrd 4xi\stlxggs,
is not all thinking about nothing? The trouble with this argument
is that thinking also prescinds from not exis ting. If I think
of a centaur or of phlogiston, I prescind from the fact that they
do not 004 exist; hence if prescinding from existence is rescinding
from being, prescinding from non-exigtence is 'rescinding from
not being; if prescinding from heinr proves that I am thinking
of nothing, then prescinding from not being proves that I am
thinking of something. Now this t-Tpe of consideration has led
many thinkers to sup-ose that being is one thing and existing
is another, that horses and centaurs, electrons and phlogiston
equally exixt are, but horses and electrons exist while centaurs
and phlogiston do not exist. Still that conclusion Coes not
satisfy the facts, for it apart from the ordity of asserting
that the non-existent is, there is the oversi rht of the dynamists
of cognitional process. In a sense thinking prescird s from existing
and not existing, for it is not thinking; but judging that determines
whether or rn t anything exists. In another sense thinking does
not prescind from existing and not existing, for thinking is
purposive; we think to set our concepts straight; we wish to get
our concerts strn ight that we may be able to judge; so far from
prescinding from existing and not existing, thinking; ixtxndxx
is for the purpose of determinr_ng whether or not what is thought

x ist,,, 	 he	 .ign f—be cng._ia bothh^pr_ io to, jucialle t
(for w ask Is	 .) and {Fogg beyond jud:rent (for ei g inclu Ū.
the •i known) so also 	 ixx ;rierstegg6 artion f- ec eyond
c• ceptio. for w: - .,k	 t,.er _Whit i t3^.o_	 als6 ex ^t

	t is	 for t• onceptic	 or the 1? ' 	e of c	 ionls t• s k
ii i std	-t,'h -:x, i.n•-

does exist.' It follows that the notion of being goes beyond
the merely thought, for we ask whet her or not the merely thought
t^YA! exists. No lesst follows that the notion of being is
prior to thinking, fotiwere it not, then thinking could not be
for the purpose of judging, for the purpose of dUtermining
whether or not the merely thought exists. The notion of being,
then, is prior to conception and goes beyond it; and it is prior
to judgment and goes beyond it. That notion must be the immanent,
dynamic orientation of cognitional process. It must be the
detached and unrestricted desire to know as operative in cognitional
process. Desiring to know is Desiring to know being; but it is
merely the desire and not yet the knasing. Thinking is thinking
being; it is not thinking nothing: but thinkin' being is not
yet knowing it. Judging is a complete increment in knowing; if corre
it is a knowing of being; but it is not yet kno: ,.ing being, for
that is attained only through the totality of correct judggents.
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Still, how can an orientation or a desire be
named a notion. Mosta A foetal eye is orientated towards seeing;
but a foetal eye does not see and it hes no notion of seeing;
a notion arises only in so far as understanding discerns future
function in present structure. Hunger is orientated tour•ds
food and eating; it Jo a desire; it lies within em :irical conscious-
ness; but a not on arises only inao so far as the orientation of
hunger is understood. Purposive human action is orientated
towards some end or product; cognitional elements provide the
rule and Fride of such action: bet the co enj tional elements are
prior to the action; they are consti.teted, not by the action itself,
but by the planning that a recedes it.

It remains that none of these instances is exactly
parallel to the rolntien between the desire to know and cognitional
process. For the desire to Imow is not unconscious, as is the
foetal eye, nor empirically conscieus, as is hunker, nor a conse-

	are/	 quence of intellectual Iolowledee, as/1s pm2posiva deliberation
and choice. The desire to know is conscious intelligently and
rationally; it is inquirin_e intellieence and reflecting, reasonableness
Simply as desire, it is orientation ;ritho et , as yet, involving
any cognitional content or notion. Still intelli''ence, as obverse,
looks for the Intel, ieible, as reverse. 7teasonableness af, as
obverse, looks for the grounded, as reverse. More fundamentally,
the looking for, the desiring, the inquiring-and-reflecting is
abxabssrlumab an obverse thnt tntelli'_ontly and rationally
heads for an unrestricted objective ne . med being. Were that
heading unto nsciausness, there woeld be an' oridntation towards
being but there would be no desire to know being and no notion
of being. 'Were that heading empirically conscious, there would

	

felt	 be an orientation tonard . s being and a/desire to know being, but
there would be no notion of being. In fact, the heading is
intelligent and rational, endso there is not only an orientation
towards being, not only a pure desire to know being, but also a
notion of being.

Let us to try to catch this notion, this intention
of being, in the act. We speak of abstraction, and commonly ;:e
mean a direction of attention to some as•,ects of the given with
a concomitant neglect of other a snects. The geometer considers
the circle as a plqne fit re obeyin- a certain rule: ho disregards
the size, the color, the oxsatit::de-ofxthIs inexactitede of the
figure he draws or i°'agines; still. more so does he disregard
other and mare loosely connected as sects of the riven. But that
is not all. IIe disregards all other questions in geometry, all
other departments of mathematics, all other fields of science,
all other hi»pan occupations to which he could torn his hand.
He considers only the circle. He abstracts from everything else.
He does so intelli gently, for though the objective of his desire
is unrestricted, still he can move towards it only by concentrating
o$ one element at a time. Again, as intelli ence abstracts, so

	

4	 reflection prescinds. If I am to judge w? t -er or it this is a
	A	 typewriter, I have to nrescind from all that.is not relevant to

that issue. I hr've to know all that is elevant. If I were a
relativist, I would have to know the universe to know all that
is relevant to that si ogle judeeent. Even though I am not a
relativist, even though I find that mangy; conditioned propositions
become virtually unconditioned on the fulfilment of a manageable
number of conditions, still this restriction of the relevant is
accompanied by an acknowledgement of a universe of irrelevancies.

I. 	o-.
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Finally, as intent -once concentrates on the sienificant to abstract
from all else, as reflection concentrates on the relevant to
prescind from all else, so further questions and farther issues
arise neither as a surprise nor as a new ber.;inning. The abstracting
and the prescindin[; were provisional; they sere only moments in

	INLellQt-	 ;;	 s uI --€ QC	 i.INZ$ mom_ ©. t s	 t s ,elk
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a lerger process. Nor is that larger process merely the object
of introspective analysis. Immanent within it and operative of
it lies an intelligent and rational consciousness that unrestrictedly
int-nds a correspondingly unrestricted objective named being, or
the all, or everything about everything, or the concrete universe.
Just as the notion of the ante lli;fible is involved in the actual
functioning of intelligence, just as the notion of the grounded
is involved in the actual functioning* of reasonableness, so the
the notion of being is involved in the unrestricted drive of
inquiring int elli ;ence and ttel>it.r.A4ivomy ref lectineasonablene s s.

Hence it is that the notion of being is all-pervasive.
It under-pins all cognitional contents. It penetrates them all.
It constitutes them as co gnitional.

It under-pins all cognitional contents. Without
the pure desire to know, sensitive living v.'oeld remain in its
routine of perception and conation, instinct and habit, emotion
and action. 7dhat breaks that circeit and releases intellectual
activity ist the tivonder Aristotle described as the beginning of
all science and philosophy. But that Fonder is intelligent
inquiry. It selects data for insight and by that selecting it
under-pins even the empirical component in our kno,•,ing.te
Still more obviously all ideas and all concepts are responses
to the desire to understand, and all judr 'ments are responses
to the demand for the unconditioned.

Secondly, the notion of being penetrates all
cognitional contents. It is the supreme heuristic notion.
Prior to every content, it is the notion of the to-be-known
through that con'5ent. As each con`ent emerges, the "to-be-known
through that content" passes without residue into the "known through
that content." Some blank in universal anticipation is filled
in not merely 	 end 	 o anticipationto nd that 1 e t f   but  	 to

a/	 make the filler/part of the antecieated. tae-; ,
t

0	 Hence, prior to all answers, the notion of being is the notion
of the totality to be kip wn through all answers. But, once all
anse.ors are reached, t' e notion of be ine becomes the notion of
the totality known thro 1h all answers.

Thirdly, the notion of being constitutes all
contents as cognitional. Exe 'e rienc ing is only the first level
of knowing; it presents the matter to be known. Understanding
is only the second level of knowing; it defines the matter to
be known. Knowing beam reaches a complete increment only with
judgment, only when the merely experienced has,been thour-ht and
the merely thought has been affirmed. But the increment of knowing
is always completed in the same fashion. Experience is a kalei-
doscopic flow. Objects of tho ught are as various as the invontivenes
of human intelligence. But the contribution of judgment to our
knowing is ever a mere Yes or No, a mere "is" or "is not."
Experience is for in' airing into being. Intelligence is for

^-^.^;^_• .
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thinking out being. But by judgment being is known, and in judgment
what is known is known as being. Hence knowing is knowing be ing,
yet the known is never more being, just as judgment is never a
mere Yes apart from any question that Yes answers .

As the notion of being ponstratasxa under-pins
all contents, and penetrates them, and corstiti.ites them as cogni-
t ional, so also it is the core of meaning.

^.rDistinguish 1) so',ces of meaning, 2) acts of
meaning, 3) terms of. meaning, and 4) the 1 t^ amain t of meaning.

Any olenent of kn pledge may serve as a source of
meaning. Hence, so	 ;rces of meaning include data and i ages,
ideas and concepts, t } e grasp of the unconditioned and judgment
and, no less, the detached. and. unrestricted desire to know.

Acts of meaning mg are of throe kinds. They are
1) formal, 2) full, 3) instrumental. The formal act of m:zean:L ng
is an act of conceiving, thinking, consid ring, defining, supposing,
formulating. The full act of meaning is an act of jud ng. The
instrumental act of meaning is the i^nplemontation of a formal or
of a full act by the use of -:ords or symbols in a spoken, written,
or merely lma7ined utterance.

Terms of meaning are what is meant. They are
formal or full. Formal terms of meaning are ?:ghat is conceivda,
thought, considered, defined, supposed, formulated. Full terms
of «leaning are what is affirmed or denied.

T -
ion 116t only pervade,& formal and full acts of meanin;

• it sq/pervades them that it can be contrasted with them.
T ie formal term of meaning is , of itself , marl

n ob;ect of hourht.,.- 'As I,"can think of/Unicorns as well as o

s
l or-. -s, bo are eq ,dlly valid as ob is of .tho fight. Still

nking s but or	 un 'moment in the	 olding of the pure dc, s ire
o know• the thoy^'r;ht is/but a tent,et., ve determination of the
ntent. on of being. That intention is imanent in formal acts
•f meaning; it heads beyond thyformal term that is formally
ne t. In se) far < : I merely/am thinking, unit rns are as goo •

horses. ; ' But,	 fact, I
/
 6n not ._erely thi • I intend bein .,

nd so th6 unico , s are if,lg . th T t. 
pain, the' full erm of meaning claims to be befi t

•r a part or pect of/being. Thus, 	the/false / judgment affirms
t ha is not nw or denies v .....t is. IVis a ' 'd gmont t1 too^.:^ld
e rue, - e it i	 cont dictory,, r :;or 	 e facts	 e op nos

•• f what t e, are.' But	 the false ,judgment means	 e opposite
•f what t , that is ot its intention. ,'It intends and it cL s

he core of ine an ,ng is the intention'of being.
ng; true and false "judgments and,

ing existential and non-extential

e judgment in ention and meaning coincide.
what is or to defy what is not; and in the

intention is card out; what it means by
Bans b denying is not.:

fals judgment in' entibn and meaning
rely, one doe - 'ot intend to,.do so;

is or to den , . .a.t is not. ,1) - t

n^e^'^s^

g

to

Inat
ne i-ends to off'
ru: judgment th

inning is, . d what it means
 in the f

onflict. ' ^ •en one judges
ne into t s to affirm w
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Noce the all-inclusive term of meaning is being,
for apart from being there is nothing. Inversely, the core of
all acts of meaning is the intention of being.

Thus, any given judgment Pertains to a context
of judgments, and it is from the context that the meaning of
the given judgment is determined. But why is the meaning of
the given judgment a function of a context of other judgments?
Because any judgment is but an increment in a whole named know-
ledge; because the meaning of the jedement is but an element in
the determination of the unierrsal intention of being.

gamin i j ufem - 	sa.--
t a jLud lent i 'true is to affirm the harmony gnat exists

•etween what the' judgments mea_n6'anra that by jvd ing 	 inten ed.
he 'iādgnent means-/that some,X is 	 that some Y 1s not! ✓; it
n nds to ,judge-'in accord 'With ct; and iin fact,-X is or Y is
t. Buteto reay t.at eeludeme	 is false is not to say that t
mean' glens. eVe re ,'it meaningle s .dne could not say that i

w s f: se,. For jucliments:-are fnlo e - inasmuch as t'•eere is conf ict
betti e what .one«!the jeeement means and-what by, judging is
i a ed. Thu ; in t1 false -j dgmer^t'one d	 ndoes "ot intend t o
dge falsel ; one"- tends 	 aff	 what is, or 1- deny v : is

net; one ' ends ē lag.	 ill _at is not - what-One doe - , f?r
e fai	 jud r t me s wha rould be	 no	 e, wero it of

f - is	 ut tru .	 means, nc't what ' nor Slat is ^o^ , b
• :	 bey---vterr8--it mot f a ls - '9u-t-t -ru

Again, judgments may be true or false. The true
judgment affirms ti^ that is and denies what is not. In the t rue
judgment there is harmony between what is intended and what is
meant. But in the false judgment t ere is conflict between
intention and meaning. The false judgment as a judgment intends
being; it intends to affirm v;hat is end to deny what is not.
But the false judgment as false is a failure to carry out its
intention as a judrement. It affirms what is not and denies what
is. It means not what is but only what would be, were it not
false but true; again, in its negative form, it means, not what
is not, but what would not be, were it not false but true.

Perhaps it is this internal conflict that has led
some to the conclusion that a false jude.ment is meaningless.
But such a conclusion seems astoundingly false. were the false
jud ment 2a21e meaningless, there v ould be nothing to be false.
The false judgment is false Precisely because it means a state
of affiims that is the opposite of the state one intendsto affirm,
namely, the state that truly is.

P 	On the level of conceetion here is a similar
but less conspicuous contrast bets"een meaning and its core, which
is the' intention of being. Horses and unicorns, electrons and
phlogiston, may be e uelly valid as formal terms of meaning.
One can sup pose them, A cons ider them, edef ine them, and that is
all that is re uired of the formal term of meaning? ). Still,
horses and electrons seem preferable as tea' formal terms to
unicorns and phlogiston. Absolutely, one can think of the latter,
but there is something idle, something superfluous, something
futile about such thinking. The reason for this is that thinking
is a moment in the unfolding of the pure desire to know; though
the th ōught as thought is merely a formal term of meaning, though
the unicorn is just as valid a formal term as is the horse, still
we do not merely think. Our thinking is purposive. It is a

0
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tentative determination of the all-inclusive notion of beirg.
It not merely thinks the object of thought but also anticipates
the object of judgment. It not merely means the formal t erm of
meaning but also looks ahead to the full term. Because the unicorn
and phlogiston are known to be unsuccessful determinations of being,
they are formal terms in Th' ch the core of meaning, the intention
of being, has become uninterested.

etmm
ptse.Vf -. fin	 , e Ordinary spoken or written words or symbols
offer no difficulty. They implement formal or full acts of me:ning.
They refer to formal or full terms of meaning. Nor is there
equired. any special theory to cover the use of e ste es or of

ti-r - s	 /	 .L	 .47.1-11--

' inr, woe, to
emoistrative pron: uns ā .nd adjecteves. All that is needed is t
raw the relevant distinctions. In every case the e-eat re is an
nstrumental act of meaning drawing tenon cognitional sources on
the level of sense, on the lovel-of intolli •once, and commonly
n the level of reflection. In every c-se the eenture is o- ' era ive
s an inst limenta.l act of meaning inasmuch as it directs another.'s
attentio"to a sensible source of meaning. Finally, among empi cists
t e ge = ure h- s a t _ ird as ect; for empiric:.sts .consider that

terms of meaning and the sensible manifold are identical
once for them the , -4 stare ind -cates not only a source of 'roan ng
ut also a term of moaning. Bbt r -;s-4s-elee.r y -a -thQgvy-er-14opm
ence it is t};at on empiric: st theory of rnean:irg makes a great
deal of ostensive acts, for sech acts reveal with maximum clarity
not morel a sensible source of meaning het also the-only vali
ull to s of -leaning. However, until Ater chive Arian=dozed empi icist

doct	 e hasbeen proposed .arid examined, it can -hgrdly  be made the
pas s of a theory of M Piing; and so for th ē esent we :^u- ,t

•ntent with out mo	 general t ne ory/^ .•^i P

Finally, in view of the rrevalence of empiricist
theories of meaning, a few words may be added on instrurerit al acts.
Ordinary instrumental acts,ms® such as sno tren or written words or
symbols, offer no special interest. But the empiricist emphasizes
ostensive acts, such as demonstrative pronouns anr'^ adjectives and,
anxissm; of course, gestures. The reason for this emphasis may
be readily grasped if one distinguishes between tno function of
gestures in any theory of meaning and the function -estures acquire
in virtue of empiricist o .ffirmation_s. In any theory of meaning
an ostensive act is an instru ^ rental net of Meaning; it presupposes
formal or full acts of meanin #, inasmuch as one lnvows what one
means; and it refers to formal or full terms of meaning, inasmuch
as all moaning refers to a meant. Again, in any th ory of meaning
the ostensive act is operative inasmuch as it succeeds in drawing
another's attention to a sensible so : 'rce of meaning, so that by
drawing on that source, by understanding, and by reflecting he may
reach the aperopriate formal or fell term of meaning thati is meant.
But in empiricist opinion the ostensive act has a third function;
for the empiricist irentifi.es the valid field of full termsa of
meanings ,=pith the range of sensible presentations; hence, for the
empiricist, the ostensive act not merely indicates a soerce of
meaning but also a full term of meaning. Whether or not this
empiricist modification of the theory of meaning is correct, will
depend on the c -e stion :he ther or not the set of propositions
that enuntiate empiricism are to be pronounced true or false.
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Before going on to consider other accounts oft
the notion of being, it will be well to deal with a series of
puzzles that seem to have a common root. Just as other concepts,
the notion of being is represented by instrumental acts that
are the name, being, and the verb, to be. By mistaken analogy
it is inferred that the not ion of being resembles concerts in
their other aspects. But, 12 in fact, the notion of being is
unique; for ti it is the core of all acts of meaning; and it
under pins,, penetrates, and roes beyond all other -cognitional
oontents.E (Hence, to sup»ose that the notion of being is sub s, ect
to the rules and laws of conceits in general will result in some
contradiction or incoherence
to the o Binary rules or lays of conce-tion
contents. 7 Hence, it is idle to charact .^ rize the notion of being
by appealing to the ordinary rules or laws of conception. ,'ghat
has to be grasped, is its divergence from such rules and laws
and, to descend to details, a series of cuestions will be briefly
considered.

First, does the notion of being result from the
expression or formulation of an act of understanding?

Other concepts result from some insight either
into the use of their names, or into thinr s-for-us, or into
things-themselves. The notion of being renetrates all other
contents, and so it is present in the formulation of every concept.
But the notion of being has ^uite a different orirrin. It cannot
result from an insight into being, for such an insir?ht mold be
an understanding of everything about everything, and such under-
standing we have not attained. It is, as has been said, the
orientation of intelli«ent and. rational conscioosness towards
an unrestricted ob;'ective.

Secondly, has the notion of being an essence, or
is it an essence?

As other concepts res;;lt from acts of understanding,
as atham amncepts acts of understanding consist in :grasping what,
from some viewpo::nt, is essential, other concepts are essences.
Moreover, as other concepts are complete prior to the question
for reflection that asks whether or not any such mx essence is,
other 4xlistimra concepts are merely essences and rrescind from
existence or actuality. But the notion of being does not result
from an understanding of being; it does not xxxulp rest on the
grasp of what from some vieopo..nt is essential; and so the notion
of being is not the notion of some essence. Further, the notion
of being remains incomplete on the lvel of intelli. ence; it
moves conception forward to nuestions for reflection; it moves
beyond single jud n'ents to the totality of correct jud -ments;
and so it does not ,rescind from existence and actuality.

Thirdly, can the notion of being be defined?
It cannot be defined in any ordinary manner, far

it under-pins and renetrates and goes beyond the content of every
definition. However, it does possess certain definite characteristics
For it rev rds the unrestricted objective of our knowing, the
concrete universe, the totality of all t '.-:.at is. Moreover, it is
determinate inasmuch as the strt;ct 7 re of our knowing is determinate,
and so it can be defined, at a second reprove, by saying that it
refers to all that can be known by intelli7ent grasp and reasonable
affirmation. On the other hand, such definition does not settle
which questions are appropriate to our knowing or which answers
are correct. It leaves the materialist free to cl.im that to be

0 )



ē can speal .. cif being a s _aeiiig. Ordinarily this
erything abetit eveleet i , but anything in so fa

sonably afri mable. fit- ōthor words, being as bei 	 is
ncrete	 terse inasr, uc as knowledge ..of it is co	 ituted

judgment Again, bejetef is being can	 taken as -e minim
tion	 u under-pi-rrg all other cone s ; it is • nk an_ie nation

C to lity weth none of the blanks filled in. 	 . either manner
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is to be material. Equally, it allows the empiricist to claim
that tk to be is to be experienced, the idealist to insist that
to be is to be thought, the phenomenalist to explain that to be
is to appear, and so forth.

Fourthly, hove can one notion have such diverse
meanings?

Because it is determinate only at a second remove.
The notion of being is the notion of what is to be determined
by correct judgments. If the strategic correct judgments are
that matter exists and nothing but matter exists, then the
materialist is right. If the strategic correct judements are
that there is '/appearance and nothing but annearance, then the
phenomenalist is right. Similorly, if the pro;ositicns enuntiating
other positions are correct, then being is as such positions
declare. The notion of being does not determine which position
is correct; it me - 01y determines that the intellicently grasped
and reasonably affirmed is Esxreat being.

Fifthly, has the notion of being any presup_ ositions
or properties?

Other concepts aee determinate essences and so
they have presup. ositions and implications. If X is not an animal,
then X is not a man. If X is a man, then X is mortal. But the
notion of being is not the noti::in of some essence. It becomes
determined only as cor-ect judgments are made, and it reaches
its full determination only when the totality of correct judgments
are made. However, the snaking of ju eslen"s is a detesminate
process, and one des not have to make all jedc Mont s to grasp

makes/	 the nature of that process. It is this fact that , flues cognitional
theory a base of operations for the determination of the general
structure of the concrete universe.

Sixthly, is the notion of being univocal or
analogous?

Concepts are said to be univocal when they have
the same meaning in all applications, and they are said to be
analogous v-':en their meaning varies systemrmtically as one moves
from one field of application to another. The notion of being
may be named univocal inasmuch as it under-pins all other contents;
for in that respect it is the one desire to know and it regards
one unrestrictedobjective that is the concrete universe. Again,
the notion of being may be named analogous inasmuch as it penetrates
all other contents; in this fashion it is said that esse viventium
est vivere; the being of living things is being- alive. Finally,
the notion of being may be said to be neither univocal nor analogous,
for this distinction regards conce"ts, while the notion of being
both under-pins and eoes beyond ail oti er contents. It may be
noted, h_wover, that what freq.'ently enouh'is meant by the analogy
of being is precisely what we mean by r:aJ ::ng that the noti :n of
being under-wins, penetrates, and woes beyond other contents.

Seventhly, is the notion of being abstract?
For a notion to be abstract it must possess a

determinate content and abst act from other contents. The n.et ion
of being abstracts from nothing whatever. It is all-inclusive.
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Its content is determined by the totality of correct jud vents.
However, there is a still lereer totality of

possible judgments; within it there are strategic sets that
serve to define the general character of the concrete universe
in accord with the varying viewpoints of different philosophies.
Such strategic sets have already been illustrated, e.g., there is
j matter and nothing but matter, or there is appearance and noti:ing
j but appearance, or there is thought and nothing; but thought, or
the structure of our knowing is determinate and so the structure
of being proportionate to our knowing is determinate.

Now in virtue of sech strate tic sets of jud.g:nents
it is possible to dist ' nruish between the general character of
the concrete universe and, on the other hand, the concrete universe
in all its details. Clearly enough, a determinati)n of; the
§eneral character of the concrete an - verse is an abstract view of
being, for it considers not the whole of being as a whole but the
whole of being as fixed by some str ate eic part or aspect.

In this fashion one reaches a :general meaning for
the phrase, being as being. But to determine what being as being
is in any particular philoso -hy, one has to examine the strategic
judgments of that philosophy; and to determine what is the correct
meaning of being as being, one has to examine the strategic judgments
of the correct philosophy.

Eighthly, is the notion of being a genus or species
or difference?

Inasmuch as the notion of being is prior to all
other cognitional contents, it is like a genus awaiting division
by theaddition of differences. But inasmuch as the notion of
being anticipates, penetrates, and includes all other contents,
it Id differs from the genus which is a determinate content quite
distinct from the content of its differences. Thus, being can
be divided into red, green, and blue beings; and color can be
divided into red, green, and blue colors. But the concept of
red has a content or element of content absent in the concept of
color, and so it differentiates the -games by adding to it from
without. On the other hand, the concept of red has no content
and no element of content absent in the notion of being; it cannot
differentiate being by adding to it from v.ithoet for, without being,
apart from being, there is simply nothing. Finally, the notion
of being not only under-pins and penetrates all otter contents
but also complements them inasmuch as the "Yes" of judgment consti-
tutes them as actually cognitional and so endows them with an
actual objective reference.

Ninthly, when one thinks without as yet judging,
either one is thinninn of ,āelet eae or of noth ing. If one is
thinking of being, then one does not need to judge in order to
know being. If one is thinking of noting, then all thought must
be identical, for it alvta?s deals with the seem nothing.

When one thinks, conceives, considers, supposes,
or defines, one does so with rescect to being. Hence we accept
the first alternative. ;That one thinks of, is being. Still, to
think of being is one thing: to know being is another. To think

being/

with 1 
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of being is to operate on the second level of cognitional
process; it is to be on the way towards a complete increment
of knowing; but it is not to xa have reached anything more than
a partial increment that can bm be co .:epleted only by judging.

T

.: _",• = • ^t ab.: acth > jtzC^ ūn:i ver (^
o©e  end re e^pd the concrete; f gx^

_.s^.1, 	 ,t need not re :Lard t,
- eat •: ,_._.-fQ^'  

Tenthly, the notion of being is the notion of the
concrete universe. But universal pro' ositions are abstract
and, none the less, they may be affirmed in + 1dP-ment, Either,
then, judo;cent is not about being, or else being is not concrete.

The notion of being is ^bhe not i ;n of the concre :- e
in the same manner as it is of the universe. It is of the universe
because questions end only when there is nothing more to be asked.
Iti is of the concrete, because until the concrete is reached,
t'.e -re remain further questions. Hence, it is not the si: le
j^udgr.ent but the totality of correct judgments that equates with
the concrete universe that is being.
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The :problem of the universal proposition may be

met by distinguishing, between the formal and the material aspects
of the analytic proposition. Formally an analytic proposition is
1) a conditioned, 2) linked to its conditions by the laws ooverning
the coalescence of the partial instrumental moaninr;s of words
into the complete instrumental meaning of the sentence, and 3)
having its conditions fulfilled by the meanings or definitions
of the ::orris it eineloys. Materially analytic propositions differ
inasmuch as the terms and relations employed 1) may be known to
occur in concrete judgments of fact 2) may not be known to occur
in concrete judgments of fact, or 3) may be known not to occur
in concrete judgments of fact.

Formally every analytic proposition re lards the
concrete universe inasmuch as syntactical haws are factual aspects
of the coalescence of partial into complete instrumental meanings.
Materially some analytic propositions rer _*ard the concrete universe
either in fact, as in the first case, or tentatively, as in the
second.
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A distinction haska been drawn between the spontan-
owisly operative notion of being, common to all men, and theoretical
accounts of that notion, that differ from one ph ::.losoehy to another.
Our own theoretical account has been riven. It reains that
further clarification be sou eht bar contrasting it with some of
the views that have been ' ro osed by others.

For Parmenides, Being was one, without origin or
end, homor enecus and indivisible, in lovable and unchanneable,
full and spherical. [ See F. M. Cornford, Plato and Parmenides,
London 1939, pp. 28 ff.]

The jenesis of this position would seem to be
as follows. Parmenides eliminated the e li:erna i-.ive of blank
negation, and so was left with the alternative of affirming.
Affirmation may be reasonably grounded, end then it is the Way
of Truth, or it may lack reasonable grounds, end ; :hen it is the
Way of Seeming. Parmenides arrived at his motion of being by
following the ;"lay of Truth.

What does the choice of reaoona  _le affirmation
imply being to be? If one accents any affirmation, one has also
to accept the correct sta event of the moaning, sup' o,sl_tions, and
consequences of that eff:i .rmation. Every judgment stands in need
of a context, and v ithout of firming the context t' e affirmation of
the initial judement loses its r ea .ning. Thus, reasonable affirmation
has to be the affi:rmeetion of a set of jade . ents, which form a single
whole, and so the affirmed is a corn es-'ondinr single whole.

',Ole	 i.e.-the-eon-et-at
mi'vnITITTHete,. .etermine whet the concrete universe is, one
needs data	 .. ingn: iry , in. c :: _ nht and formnlation, reflection and
judr'n:ent. •armeni'es took a shorter r ate .. He made the m cake
f sunk. sing that the sinele Thole, th't Is the concret inivorse,

o i-,e known, not by setting co rni,t'ione 1 process t work, loot
examining the meaning, suppositions, -end iinplice ions of the

terms, sine le whole. His rroced -rre would have	 en correct enon i
if the notio 'of being were r ellel to such oncepts as 	 €in" or
circle."	 at the notion o being admitsynt more thin	 definit on
f the econd order: on .oes not settle wh t be 'ng , s by rāra2dni • oz.

:;'hat is this single whole 'Glint is affirmed to be?
The oroper answer is to cot to work in - uirtn7 and reflectin with
respect to the whole of experience. The ,whole to be known
corresponds to the totality of correct judg,_ents. But Parmenides
took a shorter route. He did not advert to the f act that being
admits no more than a definition of the second order. He treated
the nntion of being as t. oug,h it ,_:ere a concept like "Tian" or
"circle." Ile sup°posed that it was a determinte essence with
determinate sup positions and determinate consequent es. Because
being is, it cannot be not-being, nor becoming, nor ceasing to be.
Inversely, neit'h .er not-being; nor becoming nor ceasing to be are
being, and so they must be nothing, Armin, being cannot be
differentiated; o het differs from being, is not being; and what
is not being, is no`,hing. Aeain, since there are' no differences
within being, there can be no motion or change within being.
Finally, emptiness, the void, is nothing: being is not nothing,
and so it cannot be emptiness; therefore it is full. Eic. 
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Plato's Forms were nrojections into a neetio
heaven of what is transcends ordinary, sensitive experience.
The Forms, then, are the ideal objectives of 1) aesthetic
experience, 2) the insirhts of the rnathera .tician and the physicist,
3) the unconditioned of reflective understanding, 4) moral conscionco
and 5) intelli ently and reasonably purposive living. They are
a confused bag end, as it seems, the Parmenides m arks the turning
point in which the necessity of drsv.i.ng  disti ctions and setting
up a more co_rp ei-iensive theory becomes evident.

In the Sow stes the philosopher is described
as heading thro gh rational discourse for the Idea of Being (254 a).
It is acknowledged that the isolation of each Form from all the
others would elirin^ to the fo ns ` . bility of discourse which lies
in the conjunction of distinct Forms or cat o eories (259 e)
There is, then, a commingling or rarticieetion regong the Forms
(259 a) and there is 'a Form of Not-heing just as much as of
the Groat or the Fa . it (258 c) .

The inadecuncy of this position lies in its failure
to distinguish between the level of intellir-ence and the level of
reflection. Without that distinction, the unconditioned of
judgment is surreptitiously attributed to mete objects of tho'ht
to transform them into eternal Forms and, inversely, the "is"
and Is not by which jud inent posits the unconditioned can
have a meaning only if they too are surrosod to he Forms.
There results an agereente of Forms, each radically and eternally
distinct from all the others. Still they are to be reached only
through rational discourse, and if ci sco •rse is to refer to them,
then there must be a coma inelinf on their :art to cor : espond
to the synthetic element in discoerse. 'hat is this commingling
of distinct Forms? It woeld seem better, before tr; inn to answer
so difficult a question, to determine whethe or not the -uestion
really arises. In fact, we would nrr•;ue, it noes not. until
judgment is reached, the increment of knowing is incomplete.
Before jud;: font is reached, the synthetic element is already
present in knowing. All that jud. ment adds to the ' uestion for
reflection is the "Yes" or "No," the "is" or "is not." What is
affirmed or denied may be a single pro  - osition or the whole set
of propositions constitutive of a hypothesis, for either may
be regarded asM c-nditioned and either may he grasped as virtually
unconditioned. Judgment, then, is not a synthesis of terms but
the unconditioned positing of such a synthesis. Corresponding
to judgment t here is not a synthesis of Forms but the absolute
of fact. Platonism is magnificent in its devotion to the pure
desire to knot . But its failure to rrrasp the nature of judgment
resulted in a deviation from the concrete universe of fact to
an ideal heaven.

Aristotle clung to the Platonist definition of
judgment as a synthesis (Sophistes 263; De Anima III 6 430a 26) .
Still, he distinguished sharply between questions for intellic.ence
(What is it? Why is it so?) and questions for reflection (Is it?
Is it so?) [Post. Anal., II 1 89b 2e:ff] with the result that he
had a sane and clear-headed respect for fact . : ithont reaching
its exact implications. lie would not have agreed with the
empiricist tint places fact, not in the virtually unconditioned,
but in the sensible fulfilment through which the conditioned
becomes grasped as unconditioned. But you would put him a
question he had not adequately considered, if you asked him

o^
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mainly/

whether the virtually unconditioned was a thirdcomponent in our
knowing or, on the other hand, merely a rubber-stamp of approval
attached to the conceptual unification of its sensible and intelli-
gible components.

This unrnsolved a-!bir.sity appears both in his
methodology and in his meta . physics. For him the supreme question
was the n iestion of existence. Still it was a question that was
already answered in descriptive knowing; that answer had to be
presupposed in the search for explanation; an/. 	 function of
explanation ,:as simply to determine :•:h t th_inas are and why they
have the properties they possess. The intrinsically hypothetical
character of explanation and its need of a further, verifying
judgment of existence were overlooked. Again, Aristotle asks
what be ng isa. That qmes ; ion ex-r.esses the demand for undert andt g
for knowledge of the cause. Quite natuw ally Aristotle answers that
the cause: of being is its immanent form (Met Z 17) . Primarily,
being is what is constituted by a substantial form or, on second
thoughts, by the con bination of substantial form and matter.
Secondarily, being isv:hat is constituted by accidental forms;
"white," "heat," "strength" are not nothing though they are not
simply what is meant by being. Again, been; is the collection
of existing subst noes with their „roperties and incidental modifi-
cations; but thou t hip; denotes the factually existent, still
existing is no more than the reality of substantial forms along
with their/immanent supsositions and conseniences. (See S Mansion,
Le judgment d'exiotence chez Aristote, Louvain-Paris 1946; J Owens,
The Doctrine of Being in Ari:^totle's 1!etaphysics, Toronto DIMS 1951)

Quite plainly this position is ro:Lng, to give rise
to a rroblem of the unity of the notion of being. Aristotle
broke with his Parmenidean and Platonist antecedents by identifying
being with the concrete universe as, in fact, it is known to be.
But Aristotle did not break v.ith their supposition that the notion
of being was a conceptual content. He asked what being is. In
other words he rieman:lad sup-osed that being is some concert ual
content and he demanded what act of unders',<sndirg occ-rred prior
to the formulation of thnt content. But, as we have seen, being
can be defined by us only indirectly, and so Aristotle was unable
to assign any specific act of understanding that resulted in the
conceptual content of being. fawever, the conspicuous type of
acts of understanding is the xtnx insight that grasps intelligible
form emergent in sensible data; and so Aristotle assigned A4-A

b( ✓ be ices • - • .	 _	 - tia-i-v-0-4}11211144ait 	tk±
tb ,
t 23' ro.@, 4	 e t^	 tvr ; ,	 • .	 _ .. .^tii^^-^'s ' - '	 i,Y1Q

1
the ontolo gical principle, form, as the ground of being in things
and the co nitional act of nra s-ink; form a . s the insi rTht from which
originates the conce total content, being.

In this fashion mediaeval Scholasticism inhorited
a problem. Is the notion of being one or is it many? If it is
one," is its unity the unity of a sin le content or is it the
unity of a function of tariable contents?

Henry of Ghent Axe seems to have held that the
unity of being is merely the unity of a name. God is and I am.
In both cases being is affirmed. But the realities affirmed are
simply disparate.

Duns Scotus contended that, besides the unity of
the name, there is also a unity of content. If no part or aspect
of you is by identity a part or as-ect of me, still neither of us
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is nothing. There is, then, some minimal conceptual content
that positively constitutes what is expressed negatively by the
negation of nothing. -'r'hat it is, c.rnnot be declared by appealing
to other positive contents, for it is one of the ultimate atoms
of thought; it is simply simple. Still one can approach it by
noting that Socrates supposes man, man slip,.)oses animal, animal
sup poses living rmtstanaa material substance, anr, subs t ā ace
supposes a something that Is-no -lesg-vavified-in-asgidants-than-
in-walestaoeea. that is even less determinate and less ezcl:sive.
The concept of being is the concept with lea t
connotation and nreatest denotation. Moreover, it is essentially
abstract. lh t it denotes, is never jodt being, bait either the
infinite or some finite mode of bbeing, :!' _ -_ere the mode is to be
viewed not as some further and distinct content h;t rat' -her as an
intrinsic variation of basic, indetermina te content. (See A.B.Wolter ,
The Transcendentals and their Function in the L etaphysics of Duns
Scotus, .7ashin7ton: CUA 1946; A Marc, L' Idee de litre the; saint
Thomas et dins la schoiactique pocterieure, Arch de Phil X 1933 31-49

Tho-nn s de Vio Caietanus was mot- rantsra.t no more
•.^..

satisfied with the Scotist view, than Scotus himself had been
satisfied with that of Henrr of Ghent. If a single name withoutJ
a single meaning will not do, neither will a singl meaning that
as single oxnxraxarzbe :empiagedxcb ;'. ectsxelxs seems restricted to
the order of thought. Accordingly C a :etan worked out histheory
of the unity of a function of variable contents. Just as "double"
dent es indifferently the relation of 2 to 1, 4 to 2, 6 to 3,
and so forth, so 	 "being" denotes indifferently the proportion
of essence to existence or, as we might say, the proportion between
what is formulated by thought and whnt is adn7ed to it by jud ;r:ent.
On this position the notion of being always damatesxae includes
some conbeotual content but it may include any; arrain, being in
act will never be known withont some affirmative judgment, but
the affirmation is never mere affirmation nor the affirmation of
an indeterminate content; it is always the affirmation of some
determinate content, and any affirmable, determinate content will

that/	 do. In brief, Cajetan can r*rant/atomic conceptual contents are
many and disparate; he can deny the Scotist view that . there is
some common factor, some positive counternP t of "not nothing,"
of absolutely universal denotation; and yet by his theory of the
unity of a function of variable contents he can possess not only
a single name, being, and a single notion of be T. ng, but also

known to/ a single notion thati is ap-licable to anythingthat in fact/exists.
(A, Marc., .ibzd Op cit 50-66) .

It is to be noted that, if Scotus stands for the
Parruenidean and Platonist suppositions from which Aristotle did
not free himbelf, Ca jetan stands for the main orientation of
Aristotelian thought but succeeds in doing so only by going beyond
it. If conceptual contents are products of acts of understanding
that grasp forms ix e.nerr'ent in sensible presentations, one may
well expect such contents to be a. disparate multiplicity. Hence,
Aristotle answered the question, What is being? not by assidng
a conce ptual content but as sir nin : the ground of being in the
general object of understanding, form. Since forms are many,
it follows that the ground of being is a variable; further, it
follows that if the notion of being is to be one, then its unity.
will have to be the unity of a function of variable contents.
What, then, are the variables within the single function? One

0
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of them is form. At first sight, the obvious candidate for the
other is matter. Still, if it were selected, it would follow
that Aristotle's immaterial s' .'bltance wo :ld not bn long to the
universe of being. To maintain the Aristotelian position in its
integrity, it erns necessary to nwke the second variable the
virtually unconditioned eraseed by reflective understanding and
affirmed in judgment; this in the '-eneral case is existence,
actuality, fact, that combines with pure form or the compound of
form and matter to constitute a be W_ ng in act.

Brilliant as it is, Cajetan's position has its
short-comings. It Yxears env:Lsares an aeererate of concrete beings
each of which is constituted of essence and existence. It offers
as the unity of the notion of being the relation or proportion
of what is conceived to its being: affirmed. But it does not
elucidate how that relation e°erges in our knoclodge as a single
notion; and it givesno clue to account for the fact that by
"being s" we moan, not only this and that being, but everything,
totality, the universe. In brief, Cajetan seems to have been
more interested in exol!a inine the unity of ';he notion of being
than the notion itself.

To complete Ca jetan' s ro sation, it is necessary
to go back to hie motor, St. Thomas Aquinas. For A ulnas, as
for Aristotle,
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grounds and norms of things. Aquinas exnain_ed that we consult
the eternal grounds and norms, not by t akine a look at them,
but by ha .vinr; within us a light of intelligence that is a created
participation of the eternal and untreated lieht. 184 5 c.

Fifthly, though being is n ' turally ?motion, though
our intellects are created partici;oati•ens of untreated light,

d. • still there is no valid ontological ar ;u::ient for the existence of
God. , God's 1mo V:-ledre of being - is a priori; he is the act of
understanding that grasps everything about everything; britw e advance
towards knowledge by aks asking the explanatory question, Quid sit?
and the factual question, An sit?
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In such positions it is easy to - iscern nor only
the justification of Cajetan's theory of analogy but also the
elements which that theory tendsto overlook. Prior to conce!tion
and to judgment, there is the dynamic orientation of intelli '-ent
and rational consciusness with its unrestricted objective. This
orientation is man's ca acity to raise questions and thereby ;onerate
knowledge. Immanent within man, it is a spark of the divine.
Cognate to God, still it is 1. owincr, not in act but in sheer potency.
As it is the common root of intelli -ent grasp and ressneable
judgment, so also it is tb, .e root of the relation or proportion
between the conceived a:-since and the afr'i . , r:ed existence. As its
objective is unrestricted, so it -re ards not only si  - ale co nponnds
of essence and existence but also the universe, totality, infinity.

It has been noted how Cajetan saves the main orienta-
tion of Aristotelian thought by roinr beyond it and, though this
involves still more metaphjrsics, it era y be added how Aquinas does
so. Aristotle asked what being is. But "What?" is just a disguised
"Why?" What the question really asks for is the ground of being,
and so Aristotle answered by indicating sebs .antiel form as the
immanent cause of each being. But since his substantial form
was not some unique and separate Pla' onic Idea, his answer;eve
rise to the problem of the dnity of the notion of being. Now if
Aquinas were to ask the some question, his answer would be that
God is the ground of being; God's own being is self-explanatory
and necessary; by the Aristotelian theorem of the identity of
knower and known, God's being is identical with God's understanding;
by that single act of understandin=g God understands himself, and
so he understands his own power, and so he understands all that
by that power co id be produced. God, then, is the act of
understanding that grasps everythi_g about everything. The content
of the divine act of intellect is the idea of being and so, r ecisely
because our intellects are potential, they can define being only
at a second remove as whatever is to be k-no .n by intelligent grasp
and reasonable affirmation.

Again, both the position of Cajetan and the position
of Scotus stand within the field accessible to the lo7ician. By
going behind that field to its dynamic basis, one can find the
ground not only of Cajetan's p oportion but also of Scotus'
minimal content. What is it that is common to every conceptual
content? It is that all are under—pinned and penetrated by the
pure desire's intention of its unrestricted objective. The
Scotist notion of being is ranched by distinguishing between the
penetrating intention of being and the penetrated conceptual
content; from instance to instance the conceptual content Jiff- rs;
but in every instance there is the anticipating, enveloping,
penetrating intention, and that is
what the Scot,,st alleges to be a com :don factor in all contents.

• _	 - . - 	r	 t .---t	 e identified
• - r' - . half of Cajetan's functional unity? To • swer that

uestion it is necessarN ' to
draw 9 ōn our disc ^.tss'on of objec vity

next sectio , for it is with regard to oh 'activity tha
s and Ca jets radically dif%r. Cajetan 	 involved i. the
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Still if the intention of being is a common factor
in all conceptual contents, it also is a dynamic factor that
goe sf beyond them. To set aside this dynamism is to nullify not
only what lies beyond the conceptual contents but also the in ention
of being itself. In a famous little trestise Aquinas had remarked,
"Es sent is dicitur secundwn quad per earn et in ea ens habet es se."
Itis in and through essence that being has existence. Hence,
being apart from essence is being apart from the possibility of
existence; it is being that cannot exist; bat what cannot exist
is nothing, and so the notion of being ap-irt from essence is the
notion of nothing.

It will be :.orth .grasping why Scotus felt he could
escape this conclusion while Hegel felt that he could not avoid it.
Scotus felt he could avoid it because he conceived knowing, not
as process that reaches a complete increment only in judgment,
but as taking a look. When Sc _ , tus separated his notion of being
from other conceptual contents, he also separated that noti in from
the possibility of judgment. Still that separation did not imply
for Sc tus a separation from the possibility of knowing, for he
viewed knowing, not as ultimately constituted by judo ing, but as
essentially a matter of looking. He wo'zld grant that there was
no look in :h .ch the seen was solely the common content that he
named being. But he would insist that that common content was
included in evaryxintelImmt the object of every intellectual
intuition, and still more would he insist that a look ma at
nothing, an intuition of nothing, was absurd. In brief, for
the Scotist, being is an aspect of the real at which intellect
looks; the theory of modes and the distinction between -uidditative
and denominative being are efforts to blow t? is aspect up to the
dimensions oft the whole. For the Thomist , on the otherk hand,
being is the whole of what intelligence anticipates; it is the
objective of an unrestricted, dynamic orientation: it is whatever
intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation will determine;
and so the notion of being is open to thm all the incomplete and
artial moments from which co^nitional process suffers without

ever renouncing its all-inclusive goal.
hundred years separate^	 s s 	 He y-;el from Scotus.

As will appear from our discussion of the notion of objectivity,
that notable interval of time was larsely devoted to working out
in a variety of manners the possibilit*es of the assumption that
knowing consists in taking; a look. The ultimate conclusion was
that it did net and could not. If the reader does not himself
accept that conclusion as definitive, certainly Hegel did and so
2aa Hegel could not tike advantage of the Scotist escape from the
identification of the notion of beins with the notion of nothing.
But Hegel was boxed on the other side as well. He effectively
acknowledged a pure desire with an unrestricted objective. But
he could not id.en : ify that ob jective with a universe of being,
with a realm of factual existents and occurrences. For being as
fact can be reached only in so far as the virtually unconditioned
is reached; and as Kant had ignored that constitutive component
of judgment, so Hegel neither rediscovered nor re-established it.
The only objective Hegel can offer the p_ue desire is a universe
of all-inclusive concreteness that is devoid of the exis ten .tial,
the factual, the virtually unconditioned. There is no rhyme or
reason why such an objective should be named Being. It is, as
Hegel named it, an Absolute Idea. It is the all-inclusive su!nnit
of the sure desire's imp:anent dialectical process from position
through opposition to sublation that yields a new position to
recon;r.mence the triadic process until the Absolute Idea is reached.

r
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Now if the intention that is the pure desire has neitle r a Scotist
reality, on which it can look back, nor a Thomist universe of
existents, to which it can look forward, none the less in psycholog-
ical fact it under-pins and penetrates all concentual colt ents.
It constitutes than a common factor in all conceetaal contents;
it can be disting :i shed from them, for it is identical: en 	 with
none of them; yet, as distinguished from them, it becomes indis-
tinguishable fran the notion of nothing; for the only ground of
the latter distingtion uo .ld be t et it looked back or forward to
something.

It is interesting to note that, if the foregoing
succeeds in fixing funds montal features of Heger s thought, by
that very fact it shows that on Hegelian criteria Elul Hegelianism
is mistaken. Hegel's System is not afraid of facts: it explains
any fact alleged ar-ainst it by showing it to be a manifestation of
an incomplete viewFoP.nt included ;within the System. Hegel's
System is not afraid of contrrelections: it explains any contradiction
alleged against it by ihawim.r revealing Wh'•.t opposed and incomele'Ue
viewoo..nts, accounted for by the System, yield the alleged contra-
dictory terms. The only th'ng the System has to feat is that it
itself should be no more than some incomplete viewpont and, in
fact, thet is whet dt is. He el aimed at rehabilitating the
speculative reason that Kant had dethroned. But the basis of the
Kantian attack was that the unconditioned is not a constitutive
component of judgment. A complete rehabilitation of human
rational consciousness will show that the unconditi.oned is a
constitutive component of judgment. This Hegel did not do.
His viewpoint is essentially the viewpoint of a thinker who does
not and cannot regard the factual as unconditioned, who cannot
acknowledge any factually fixed eoints of reference, who cannot
advance by distinguishing the ecartmin definitively certain, the
more or less probable, and the un'-nown. Heeelt s range of vision
is enormous; indeed, it is unrestricted in extent. But it is
alwasys restricted in content, for it views everything as it would
be if there were no facts. It is a restricted viewpoint that
can topple outwards into the factualness of Marx or inwards into
the factualness of Yierke ;acrd. It is a viewpoint that is trans-
cended automatically by anyone that, in any instance, erases the
virtually unconditioned and affirms it.

For this reason we placed the discussion of Self-

0

a.ffirrnation prior to the discussion of the Notion of Being.
Self-affirmation is the affirmation of the knower conscious empirical2z
in elli gently rationally. The pure desire to k know is a consti-
tuent element both of the affirming and of the self that is affirmed.
But the pure desire to l D w is the notion of being as it is
spontaneously operative in cognitional process and being itself
is the to-be-known towards whch that process heads.

0
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